
Buildings & Facilities 
Tuesday 1 November 2016, 7pm

Apologies: Bruce Crawford, Phoebe Cochrane, Steve Burgess, Ian Hogg, Kirstin Unger

Present: Alison Noble, Ian Perry, Colin Sim, Angela Christie, Tim Pask, Laura Bird

Lottery Application
Colin Sim has written first draft and passed to Laura for comments.  Relevant people will be asked 
for comments before submission.

Solum
Ian Perry: researchers have found reference to ownership from 1799 by a branch of the Ogilvy 
family.  This title then became the Quaker Peace and Service department.  Last known reference 
to this group is 1973, so CEC hopes that they still exist.  Once the owners are located we need to 
ask them permission to turn the road from motor vehicle use to play use.

Turning circle
Laura spoke with Linda Hamilton (as did Ian P) to ensure she understands that our scheme 
requires a turning circle in front of the red sandstone building.

We also discussed the forthcoming consultation workshop on Wednesday 16 November, run by 
NHS Lothian's planning consultants.  We talked about which, if any buildings SPS would like to 
take over from the site.

Action: Laura to make appointment to see curtilage buildings

Dining Room Acoustics
The school is trying to reduce the number of children using the room at any one time.

Angela is awaiting feedback from council officer Robbie Crockett about who would pay for ceiling 
tiles.  Is it a health & safety issue (CEC budget) or just normal maintenance (school budget)?  
According to the Heriot Watt assessor the volume is unacceptably high, but there are legal 
questions about how long the children and staff are forced to endure it for every day.

Action: Angela to ask Crawford McGhee to come and do a noise test

Closing Sciennes Road for Christmas Fair
Laura has been chasing South Neighbourhood partnership for an answer as to whether we can 
close the road for free on Saturday 26 November.

Action: Laura to let Jay and Aileen know the answer

The Great Wait
Anne O'Connell has lead a group of parents interested in making the 30 minute wait for P1 & 2 
parents, as well as parents hanging about for extra curricular clubs.  They have recommended 
benches and improved light in the sheds.  

Angela is concerned about anything that further reduces the available play space.

Sciennes After School Club have been asked whether they would run a 30 minute club, as in other 
schools.  SASC are concerned that parents arriving late to collect their child would put the club 
over the legal adult/child ratio.



Alison to meet with Anne to discuss in depth.

Action: Alison and Anne to feed back next time we meet.

Top Floor Windows
While the building was scaffolded for the masonry repairs the school took advantage and had the 
sash windows re painted externally.  Unfortunately one window, on the top floor, is now jammed 
shut.  Angela has asked CEC to look at the problem and been told it will need a cherry picker in the
back playground to get the window opened.  Angela awaits a proper quote.

Action: when the quote comes in school to assess what action to take.

School Streets Scheme
Police Scotland have recommended 4 or 6 barriers with no entry signs on that can be put in place 
during times the road is closed.

Double yellow lines have now been painted on two of the four most dangerous corners at Tantallon
and Livingstone Places.  The recent fall of autumnal leaves have concealed them, so traffic 
wardens are reluctant to enforce fines on drivers parking there.  We also need the other two 
corners to be double yellows.

Action: Angela to chase Mark Symonds 

Toilets
Toilets came up a few times in the most recent parent survey and it is often an issue in Pupil 
Council elections.  

School has increased the maintenance frequency of the toilets; flushing after breaktime, spot 
cleaning, checking the locks work.  School has also run assemblies on the importance of personal 
hygiene. 

Action: school to ask NHS Lothian for some handwashing posters.

Action: someone (who?) to write a short piece for the flyer explaining what is happening and the 
limitations with toilets.

Minutes
Tim Pask volunteered to post the B&F minutes on wordpress

AoB
Another issue that came up in the survey was the state of the swimming pool.

Action: Angela to write a few lines for the weekly flyer updating parents on swimming pool 
maintenance programme.

Date of next meeting: TBC in 2017


